


_______ politicians alone can 

survive in politics _________ rules 

the roost.

a. clever, practical

b. Wily, treacherous

c. Wily, treachery

d. Ideal, prestigious





SITE THE CORRECT ANSWER:

USE GRAMMAR/RULES.



No further/farther help from government is 

required. 



My brother is the smartest of all others/ of all

players in the team.



She is as honest/as honest as, if not more 

honest than her brother.



It is a worth seeing movie/movie worth seeing 

and you must not miss it.



A variety of books on the subject are/is

available in the market.



The number of amendments to our 

constitution have been/ has been very large 

since independence.



The soldiers along with the commander 

was/were court-martialed for defying the 

orders of Army High- command.



Every word and every line in the poems of 

Wordsworth sings/sing about the blessings of 

nature.



Riches and not character bring / brings you 

respect these days.



No one is allowed to fall/ fell/ fallen trees in 

the forest.



The bridge blowed/ was blowed/ was blown 

up by the terrorists only last week. 



Hard work is bound to effect/affect/effecting 

your health.



Remember not to loose/ not to lose / not to 

loss your temper even when provoked.



Honestly speaking I like him not because he is 

handsome and charming but that /but because

he is exceedingly kind.



We erect monuments in the memory of the 

great lest their/theirs achievements might be / 

should be forgotten.



Although there are some similarities (a)/in the 

qualifications of both the candidates (b)/ the 

differences among them (c)/are considerably 

pronounced.(d)/ NE

1. ONLY A

2. ONLY B

3. ONLY C

4. ONLY D

5. NO ERROR



We should appreciate(a)/ that the telephones 

here(b)/ have been working as efficient as(c)/ in the 

past.(d)/ NE

1. ONLY A

2. ONLY B

3. ONLY C

4. ONLY D

5. NO ERROR



a. Careless b. contrary
c. Callous d. stubborn





 Meticulous

 Penchant

 Corporal

 Amity

 Laudable

 Garrulous

 Corroborated

 Sane 

 Perfunctory

 Mitigate

 Profligate

 Invigorating

 Defiance

 Emancipate

 Palatial

 ambiguous

 Dearth

 Debilitated 

 Emancipate

 Proselytize

 Lassitude

 Desiccated

 Evince

 Obdurate 






